Summary: We present a web server which computes alignments of protein secondary structures. The server supports both performing pairwise alignments and searching a secondary structure against a library of domain folds. It can calculate global and local secondary structure element alignments. A combination of local and global alignment steps can be used to search for domains inside the query sequence or help in the discrimination of novel folds. Both SCOP and the PDB fold libraries, clustered at 95% and 40% sequence identity, are available for alignment.
Introduction
The secondary structure of proteins is a useful feature for both 3D structure prediction and classification. Russell and co-workers were among the first to demonstrate how a simple mapping of secondary structures can be used to predict the fold of a protein (Russell et al., 1996) . All major protein 3D structure classification schemes distinguish primarily between secondary structure classes on the first level, e.g. SCOP (Andreeva et al., 2004) . Common protein folds were shown to be distinguishable depending on the arrangement of secondary structure elements by an automated taxonomy (Przytycka et al., 1999) . This concept was further developed into a secondary structure element alignment method (McGuffin et al., 2001; Bindewald et al., 2003) .
The structural genomics initiatives aim at the experimental solution of novel protein folds.
However, after experimental elucidation many proteins turn out to share known folds. The reliable identification of novel folds is therefore becoming increasingly relevant. As secondary structure prediction is quite reliable (Albrecht et al., 2003) , a secondary structure similarity search was recently proposed as a possible way to help discriminate novel folds in structural genomics (McGuffin and Jones, 2002) . We have implemented the SSEA server for secondary structure element alignment as a way to help in this process. It captures the intuitive concept of aligning entire elements of secondary structure, which was shown to perform significantly better than residue-based secondary structure alignments (McGuffin et al., 2001 ). On a difficult test set of 248 distantly related protein folds with little sequence similarity it yielded 30% correct first hits compared to sequence based methods such as PSI-BLAST and GenTHREADER with 13% and 14% respectively (Bindewald et al., 2003) .
SSEA allows the user to search with a secondary structure against a library of protein folds and establish the most similar ones. Low alignment scores imply a low similarity between two secondary structures, and a higher probability of a novel fold.
Program Overview
The secondary structure element alignment (SSEA) scheme was implemented in the foldrecognition program MANIFOLD (Bindewald et al., 2003) which uses a slightly simplified version of the previously described algorithm (Przytycka et al., 1999) . Each secondary structure element is represented by a letter for the state (H, E, C), and a number corresponding to the length of the region. Matches (H H, E E, C C) are scored by the length of the shorter fragment. Mismatches (H E, E H) do not contribute to the score. Structure to coil matches ({H, E} C) are weighted half the length of the shorter segment. Unlike the original method (Przytycka et al., 1999) , we do not split secondary structure elements to obtain better matches. Both global and local alignments are supported. The similarity score is normalized in the range 0 -100. A Z-score is also calculated over all predictions in database alignment mode to estimate the statistical significance.
The web server computes pairwise alignments of secondary structures as shown in Figure 1 . It can either scan a single secondary structure against a representative fold library (Figure 1.A) or two secondary structures against each other (Figure 1.B) . In both cases the user can choose between submitting the secondary structure directly or having the server predict it from the amino acid sequence with PSIPRED (Jones, 1999) .
Four different fold libraries, based on PDB (Bourne et al., 2004) and SCOP (Andreeva et al., 2004) clustered at different similarity thresholds are available. The PDB fold libraries were created by clustering the February 2004 PDB release at 95% and 40% sequence identity with CD-HIT (Li et al., 2002) and running DSSP (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) to extract the secondary structure signatures. These fold libraries represent entire protein chains. A different representation is given by the SCOP fold library. The ASTRAL (Chandonia et al., 2004) sequences for SCOP 1.65 at 95% and 40% sequence identity were selected and the corresponding secondary structure extracted as before. The SCOP fold libraries are especially useful for determining the similarity to known protein domains, although not every PDB structure is classified in SCOP (e.g. recently released structures).
The server can compute either local or global alignments, with the latter usually aligning longer stretches at the cost of lower overall similarity. Since the local alignment may produce more reliable estimates of segments to be aligned (e.g. similar domains), but poor scoring, it is possible to follow a two-step protocol. Once the local alignments are computed, the user may select a subset of proteins to re-align using the global algorithm.
In order to assess the reliability of the results with respect to the returned Z-score, we used a test set consisting of 98 proteins searched against the SCOP-95 fold library. Using global alignment, the server produced no false positives at a Z-score threshold of 4.6. The full benchmarking data is available on the web site.
The results of the alignment procedure are presented to the user as a dynamic HTML page. It contains either the alignment (for pairwise alignments) or a list of aligned protein structures above a user-supplied similarity score threshold (fold library search). The actual alignment is shown together with the normalized similarity score. In case of fold library searches, the output contains a brief summary at the top of the page, including the description and SCOP code of hits (where available), followed by each alignment in decreasing order of similarity.
Links to the relevant databases (PDB, SCOP) are provided for matching proteins. 
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